Introduction
In this first part I investigate some properties of the manifold % of all analytic functions u+iv = w ( hold.
The largest characteristic value ¿*i is equal to 1 and the corresponding characteristic function Wi(z) is constant. The inequality stated above expresses nothing but the fact that the second characteristic value ¿i2 is less than 1.
The validity of these theorems depends essentially on the nature of the boundary of the domain D. My assumption is that this boundary B consists of a finite number of closed curves having a continuous tangent except at a finite number of corners. Then the inequality holds; but the expansion theorem is valid if and only if there are no corners (except internal cusps). In the case of corners the extreme points of the limit spectrum can be determined.
Let each closed curve of the boundary be represented by a continuous 1.
so that s is the arc length of the curve, and further that the normal iz is directed into the interior of D.
At a corner the argument of z has the jump (1 -co)ir, where coir is the inner angle of the corner.
We assume 0<w^2. Thus we exclude external cusps (co = 0); in this case it can happen that not even the inequality holds as we shall show at the end of this part. Without loss of generality we may confine ourselves to the case of a domain D bounded by only one closed curve B.
First we discuss the case of no corners. We may assume e < 1. We choose a constant a in such a way that z(s') -z(s) T AzAz ^3 2 Now we introduce a new parameter t,0^t^T, and set z = z(s) + itAz(s).
The strip 0<i<r corresponds in a one-to-one way to a certain boundary strip 5 in D, bounded by the boundary B and an inner curve B' which correspond to / = 0 and t = T respectively. To show this we first prove the relation Therefore |j '-s| Strand relation (2.5) leads to | (s'-s)+i(t'-t)\ (l-fe)^O. Hence s' = s, t' = t. Thus the one-to-one correspondence of 0<t<T and S is proved.
We calculate the Jacobian j from (2.3)',(2.4) 'wefind d(s, t) 5RAz(z + itAz) ; e « 1 (2.6) /èl-^ -4 32 2
In the strip S the parameters 5 and t can be expressed in terms of x, y, hence in terms of z=x+iy, z=x-iy; and a simple calculation yields the relation
We now introduce the function
and find dj --J -= ¿3(zAz) + ¿3(AzAz). 2 JB.
--I (z -j)w2dz 2 J," for 0 < r < T. Since /0 /(=T | w \ 2dsdr ïS 2//s | w 12<fc¿;y is finite, there exists a sequence t->0 for which /¡=T| w| 2ds is bounded. If we let r tend to zero in this way, we have J(z -j)w2dz = Í ¿Azw2(z + itAz)dŝ t(i+-j r i w\hs and therefore the identity I 1-j w2dxdy = T I w2Azáz.
It yields immediately the inequality I I w2dxdy S -T \ |w|2|¿z|-|-ej \ w y-dxdy.
Case of corners
We now pass on to the case of boundary B having corners z, with the angles oe"ir (v = 1, • • • , n). We map the domain D conformally on a domain D* of the z*-plane such that the boundary B* of D* has a continuous tangent. There exists such a mapping, regular in D+B except at the corners, which behaves at the corners as follows: there is an analytic function X -X(z) with A(z") = 0, X'(z") 5¿ 0, regular in the neighborhood of z = zt, and an analytic function X* = X*(z*) with X*(z*) = 0, X*'(z*)5¿0
(where z* corresponds to the corner z"), regular in the neighborhood of z* = z*,
such that
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dz dz^ x 3* -2* I + x I z* -Z* "' in a certain neighborhood 17* of z*. We see this by a simple calculation:
where t?*(z*) is bounded at z*=z*, we get
Since X*/(z* -z*)->X*'(0) ^0 as z*^z* and X'(0) =^0, there is a number x >0
and a neighborhood £/* of zv*, where 1 -« J 0 J + dz* dz* ' '
1.
f We can construct such a mapping, e.g., in the following way. We choose a number ai in the exterior of D-\-B such that the function /z-zA1'"' \z -aj maps the domain D+B in a one-to-one way on a domain D1+B1 of the z(1)-plane; Dl+B1 has no corner at the point z(1)=zi(1). In the same way we choose a2(1) in the exterior of D1+B1 and form /z(l) _ 2,(1)\ 1/"! and so on. Then we set z* = z(»> and take X*=z('> for the corner z = z".
We observe that relation (3.1) is equivalent to [May (3.2) dz*^ X | 2* -Z * | + X I 3* -Z,?
where 77 is considered as a function of z* andz* . On setting ■w*(z*) = w(z) dz ds? we have f f I w |2dzá;y = f f \ w* \2dx*dy* I w2dxdy =11 (w*)2ijdx*dy*
Continuation
In what follows we omit the sign * and write z, z,, D, B, S, U", w instead of z*, z*, D*, B*, S*, U*, w*.
Let the boundary B be represented by z = z(s), and let s, be that value of s for which z(s,) = z"; we set z(sy) = z". We introduce the parameters í and t in the boundary strip as before ( §2) and define the function/(z, z).
Let 5, and B, be the domain of all points of S and B respectively for which \s-sr\ So-, except z = z" We assume e<\ and at the same time so small that B,+S, is contained within the neighborhood U, of z = z,. From (3.2) we get
We take note of the relations (4.2) The relations (iii) and (i) lead to (ii). The function K" has the value 1 on the lines s = s" 0 <t < T, and the value -1 on the boundary t = 0, S9¿sr. Therefore log K" is defined; we have log K, = 0 on s = s,, 0 < t < T;
log K" = + iir on t = 0, J > s".
In view of (4.2) we get 3 log K, | g 3
1-e 8 + log t + t(S -Sy) t -Í(S -Sy) Ú « + ir.
We can define log H" in such a way that | log H"| ^3e/2 on the line s = s, and we set K,w' = exp ¡a, log K", H«,"" = exp log H,.
From (iii) we obtain (iv) | K/'-H,"'! g3e. We consider the function
Clly tí, Ù>yT defined in S,+Bv; it vanishes on the boundary t = 0, s¿¿sr, and it is bounded. Therefore we have (4.3)
uniformly in s. We calculate the derivative of P» with respect to z and find We choose non-negative functions p,(s) which have continuous derivatives, which vanish outside of Bv, which are equal to 1 for |i-s,\ gf/2 and for which £pás) ^ i.
Here the summation 2Z" is extended over all points z = z". We consider the function Í2(z, z) = Z Pr(i)Hr*(z -z,)vP, + 1 -Z PÁs) U(z -j). We investigate the derivative dil/dz. First we observe that dpv/dz=pl (ds/dz) is bounded in S and that dr¡/dz is bounded in S -^2VS,. Further we calculate a dr, -Hr"'(z -z")t7 = (l -«,)Hr"'t7 + Hr*'(z -z») -dz dz
We now use relation (4.1) ; because of | H" | = 1 we get
in Sv. Thus, on account of (4.3) and (4.6) we find where ti = 7e.
Let Si be the strip 0 < t < 7\ and 2?i the curve / = 7\ ; since ß->0 as /->0
we have the identity
where 71 = 2 max | ß | on B{. Since ei is arbitrarily small we thus have proved Lemma 1 also for the case where the boundary has corners.
Additional lemmas
In proving our theorems we further make use of the following elementary lemmas. We omit the proof of this well known lemma, which is an immediate consequence of the mean-value theorem and the Schwarz inequality. 
Fundamental inequalities
We now are ready for the proof of Theorem 1. There exists a positive number T such that the inequality I I uHxdy g T I I vHxdy holds for all functions w = u+iv in g which satisfy the condition I I udxdy = 0.
We first observe that it is sufficient to prove the inequality for all functions w = u+iv in g which vanish at a certain point z0 in £>; this fact follows from the relation
which is an immediate consequence of ffDudxdy = 0. Now we choose a positive number e such that M+e<l; this is possible since M<1. By (2.2) of Lemma 1 we have 1 -M -e) f f uHxdy S \ \ u2dxdy + (1 + M + t) \ \ v2dxdy become a symmetric bilinear form we choose the second definition of (wi, w2) and thus assume g to be a real space. In this case, iw belongs to the space % together with W\\ but this function iw is orthogonal to w: (w, iw) = '¡R I I wiwdxdy = 3Î¿ I I | w\2dxdy = 0.
Now we establish
Lemma 4. The space 5 of functions w(z) is a Hilbert space.
First we prove that g is complete. Let wn(z) be a sequence in g such that (wm -w", wm -wn) = I I I wm -wn \2dxdy -» 0 as m, n -» oo .
From the inequality (1) of Lemma 2 we deduce that wm(z)-wn(z) converges to zero uniformly in every closed subdomain D' of D. From this fact it follows by a well known procedure that (i) JJd | w \ 2dxdy < <x> and therefore w(z) belongs to the space g; and (ii) and which converges to a function w0(z) uniformly in the interior. Then Wo(z) belongs to g and w"(z) converges weakly to w0{z).
From ffD'\wn\2dxdy^M0
we get ffD>\wo\2dxdy¿Mo and therefore w0(z) belongs to g. 2. Let W{z) be a function of %. Without loss of generality, we may assume Wo(z) =0. To a given number e>0 we choose a subdomain D' such that JJd-d'\ W\ 2dxdy^e2 and a number nt such that.| w"(z)| ^e in D' for n^nt. Then we have for n^nt j JWWdxdy ^ e2 f fdxdy f f \ W\2dxdy + m\ and therefore ffDWwndxdy->0 as n->oo. Lemma 6. .4 sequence © of functions wl(z), w2(z), ■ ■ ■ in jj which converges weakly to zero converges to zero uniformly in the interior of D.
The sequence © is equicontinuous in the interior of D ; this fact follows from (2) of Lemma 2 and ffD\wn\2dxdy^Mo.
Therefore it is sufficient to show that the sequence © converges to zero at every point of D, the uniformity being a consequence of the equicontinuity.
Let Zo be a point of D; let ©' be a subsequence of © which at z0 converges to a certain value w. Since ©' is also equicontinuous, it contains a subsequence ©" which converges uniformly in the interior to a certain function wa(z). According to Lemma 5, w0(z) belongs to g and ©" converges weakly to w0(z). As ©" also converges weakly to zero, we have w0(z) =0. Therefore w = w0(zo) =0. Thus © converges to zero in every point of D and Lemma 6 is proved.
A characteristic value problem
In the present paragraph we discuss the form W\Vw2 = 9} I I W\W2dxdy where wx{z) and w2(z) are functions in 5; we observe that this form is (i) symmetric,
(ii) bilinear, wV(aiWi + a2w2) = ai{wVwi) + a2(wVw2), {ar, a2 real) ;
(iii) bounded,
Such a form is called completely continuous, if, as ra-»oo, w»Va>n-»0 for every sequence wn(z) of functions in g which converges weakly to zero. An immediate consequence of Lemmas 4 and 5 is Theorem 3. The form dtffj)W2dxdy is completely continuous if the boundary has no corners except internal cusps (w = 2).
Let wn(z) be a sequence which converges weakly to zero. To prove the theorem it is sufficient to show that for every number e >0 we can determine a number nt such that | <iRjfD(wn)2dxdy\ ^3M0t for n^nt. To do this, we refer to Lemma 1 and the notation there used. Let 5 be the boundary strip of Lemma 1 corresponding to the given number e, let B' be the inner boundary of S. Then, according to Lemma 6, there is a number n, such that | wn 12dxdy 5= eM0 and y I | wn |21 dz \ ^ tM0 for n ^ «,.
Now, if we note that M =0, in (2.1) of Lemma 1, we have lift I I (w")2dxdy g f Í {wn)2dxdy +\ \ ) (wn)2dxdy
S eMo + 2eM0 = 3«Mo. This inequality and the developments of ffD | w 12dxdy and JfDw2dxdy confirm Theorem 2, since relation ffDwdxdy = 0 is equivalent to Ci = 0 and M»^M2 = 0 for n = 2, 3, 4,
Cases of circle and ellipse
For the circle and the ellipse the characteristic values and functions can be given explicitly. The integral ff¿sinh «f sinh f d£d?7 vanishes except when a = 1, in which case its value is pr2; this case occurs only, \im = n; therefore we have n 9a m, n = m.
I I w*u>mdxdy = < ' J JD \Pn ¡Pi = Pn,
General case of boundary with corners
Since the form ^RffDw2dxdy is symmetric and bounded, the general theory of spectraj is applicable also when this form is not completely continuous, f L. Bieberbach, Zur Theorie und Praxis der konformen A bbildung, Rendiconti del Circolo Matemático di Palermo, vol. 38 (1914) Publications, vol. 15, 1932. [May in which case it has a continuous spectrum. We use the notion of limit spectrum (Häufungsspektrum) in the sense of Weyl;f this closed set of values p consists of all points of the continuous spectrum, of the limit points of the characteristic values and of all characteristic values of infinite order. In every closed interval outside of the limit spectrum there are only a finite number of characteristic values and these have a finite order. The limit spectrum consists of the single point p = 0 if and only if the form is completely continuous. Now we can prove Theorem 7. The l.u.b. ß and the g.l.b. p of the limit spectrum of the form dtffDw2dxdy are precisely M and -M respectively. Therefore Theorem 4 is valid, if and only if M =0; that is to say, if the boundary has no corner except interior cusps.
First we show that the limit spectrum is contained in the interval -MgjugM.
From Lemma 1 we derive the inequality 9e? I I w2dxdy -I | | w 12dxdy -y j | w \2 \ dz \
g (M + é) I I I w\2dxdy which shows that the l.u.b. of the whole spectrum and therefore also the l.u.b. of the limit spectrum of the form of the left-hand member is not greater than M+€. Now we refer to the fundamental theorem of Weylf to the effect that the limit spectrum of a form remains unaltered whenever the form is changed by adding a completely continuous form. Now, according to Lemma 6, the forms //b_s \w\ 2dxdy and yfB> \w\2\dz\ are completely continuous and therefore the l.u.b. of the limit spectrum of iRffDw2dxdy is not greater than M, since e is arbitrarily small. The same reasoning shows that the g.l.b. is not less than -M. Thus we have proved that -M^p^p^M. We now prove that p^M. According to a remark of H. WeylJ this value has the following property: Whenever there is a sequence of functions w(z) in g weakly convergent to zero for which then dt | I w2dxdy: I | w\2dxdy Let z = 0 be a corner of the boundary B with an angle w and with | sin wx/wx| =M. We set z = re**. We represent the two branches of B in the neighborhood of z = 0 by â=â+(r) and t?=#_(r) and choose a number R >0 such that the domain Dr. û-(r) < # < û+(r), 0 < r < R, is contained in D.
We may assume #+(0) =tox/2, #_(0) = -wx/2. Then we set 77 = 1 if sin cox >0, 17 =¿ if sin wir <0 and choose the sequence
We calculate ffD\wa\2dxdy and ffDw¿dxdy. On setting According to Lemma 5, the sequence wa(z) converges weakly to zero, as a-»0.
Thus we obtain M ^p. If we take the sequence wa(z) =ir\ (2a)1/2z°_1 we get -M ^p. So we have proved Theorem 7.
Remark. In the case where the boundary B has an external cusp which was excluded hitherto it can happen that the limit spectrum reaches the points p = 1 and p = -1 and that, consequently, the inequality theorem does not hold.
We assume that the boundary B has an internal cusp at the point z = 0. On introducing the functions â=ê+(r), d=ê-(r) and the domain Dr as before we assume that [May I consider several subspaces of $ and investigate their relations. By means of the projectors of these subspaces I can represent the operator which corresponds to the quadratic form treated in Part I.
The inequality and the expansion theorem which I have established for this form can be employed here. Under the same assumption regarding the boundary, I obtain an inequality and expansions for the functions k of the space Ä. This inequality statement is that there exists a positive number a=(jD such that , reí dk\2 rr \dk\2
for all functions k in 9Î which satisfy the relation <SffD(dk/dz)dxdy = 0.
Finally I show that this inequality f plays a decisive part in the theory of equilibrium and vibration of an elastic plate.
1. The relative spectrum of two subspaces 1.1. The smallest angle between two spaces. At first we make some remarks on the relative spectrum of two subspaces of a Hubert space which we will apply to our question in functional spaces. Let § be a real Hilbert space of elements h with the-inner product (hi, A2). Let g and O be two closed (linear) subspaces of § with the projectors F and Q; the spaces of all elements in § which are orthogonal to g an(i O respectively are denoted by @ and $ with projectors G and P. So we have F+G=l, FG = 0, P + Q=l, PQ = 0.
We denote by £', %', @', $', O' the subspaces of £, g, ®, $, O which are orthogonal to the four section spaces OS, 933, O®, 93®; so we have £' = 93'©o' = $'e®', $=$'©08ffi?8©o®ec®.
We introduce the largest non-negative number t0 ^ x/2 such that for all elements/in g, <7 in ¡Q which both are orthogonal to the section OS the relation
is valid, and we call it the "smallest angle between the spaces Q and g." The inequality (1.1) is equivalent to each of the following four inequalities:
(1-2)0 (Qf,Qf) ^cos2ro(/,/); (1.2), (Pf, Pf)^ sin2 ra(f,f);
(1.2), (Fq,Fq) ^ COS2 r0(q,q);
(1 -2) a (Gq, Gq) è sin2 T0(q, q).
We show this for (1.2)e: from (1.1) we get (Of, Of)* = (f, Qf)2 ^ cos2 ro(/, /)«?/, Qf) and thus (1.2)0; and from (1.2)Q we get f It is the analogue of the inequality of A. Korn for functions of three variables. The expansion theorem is related to those of E. and F. Cosserat.
Cf. A. Korn, Über einige Ungleichungen, welche in der Theorie der elastischen und elektrischen Schwingungen eine Rolle spielen, Bulletin de l'Académie des Sciences de Cracovie, 1909, vol. 2, pp. 705-724, and literature indicated therein.
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Remark. Every subspace of finite dimension has a positive smallest angle with respect to every other space in which it is not contained.
We have the following The operator FQF, considered an operator in ft, has a spectral resolution. For the sake of simplicity we assume that the spectrum is a pure point spectrum. A characteristic value « is a real number to which there are elements /«^Oin ft such that Let h be an element of §' which is orthogonal to all manifolds {/«, </«}, (k5¿0, ?¿ 1). Then h is orthogonal to all {/«}. Since these elements/« span the whole space ft, the element h is orthogonal to ft; that means h belongs to ©'. Further, the element h is orthogonal to all elements qt = QfK and, consequently, the element Qh of O' is orthogonal to ft'; that means: Qh belongs to ®' and, since O'®' = 0 we have Qh = 0. Therefore h belongs to $'; but, since 'iß'®' = 0, we have h = 0. Thus Theorem 1.2 is proved.
1.3. The spectrum of the operator aP + bG. We investigate the operator aP + bG, where a^O and b^O are given numbers. Since this operator is symmetric and bounded it has a spectral resolution. We can express the characteristic values X of this operator by the characteristic values k = cos2 r of the operator FQF in ft. To every such value we determine the solutions X« of the quadratic equation Cf. Theorem 1.1 where a = b = l, p0 = l -cos t0.)
In the same way we can treat the spectral problem of the operator aP+bG with respect to a different unit-form, for example, <x{huFh2) + ß{huGh2), a ^ 0, 0èO.
In this case also every k corresponds to two characteristic values X, the solutions of the quadratic equation 
J JD*\\dx \dy\}
Considering k as a function of z=a;-t-îy and z = x -iy we have the relation . f f C \dk 2 |d¿|2)
In case of a multiply-connected domain D we admit many-valued functions provided that they have singled-valued derivatives dk/dx, dk/dy.
We denote by 9Î the manifold of all functions k(x, y) of this kind for which the integral r r (\dk\2 \dk\2) (klk) = I \ \T\ + hi \dxdy
is finite; $ is a linear space. Two functions k, k* of $ are "equivalent" if (k* -k\k* -k) =0.} The manifold of all functions of $ which are equivalent to each other corresponds to one element of the space Ä. So, e.g., the function k{%, y) -const, corresponds to the element zero.
In the space $ we define the inner product C C (dJTi dk2 dki dk2)
With respect to this metric the space $ is a real one; but to every element k = kx+ikv of R the operations dtk = kx, $k = kv, ik=ky-ikx, h~ = kx-ikv are feasible. Corresponding to Fischer's form of the theorem of F. Riesz and E. Fischer we have the important fact:
Theorem 2.1. The space $ is complete.% 2.2. The subspace 3-We introduce the subspace 3 of all elements/ in JR for which ffo \ df/dz \ 2dxdy = 0 ; to these elements there correspond functions / with continuous derivatives for which df/dz = 0, that is to say, which are analytic functions of z. In the following we assume the function/in 3 to be analytic. Every function / of this space 3 can also be represented by the derivative w = df/dz and we have (2.1) (fi | /2) = dt JJ wiw2dxdy.
Therefore the space 3 can be identified with the space of analytic functions w(z) dealt with in Part I. As we proved there, we have t For further application we need the obvious Lemma 2.1. Two functions k, k* are equivalent if ff | k* -k |* dxdy = 0.
% For the proof use, e.g., the methods of G. Fubini, II principio di mínimo e i teoremi di esistenza per i problemi al contorno relalivi alle equazioni alle derivóte parziali di ordine pari, Rendiconti del Circolo Matemático di Palermo, vol. 23 (1907) , pp. 9-11.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use A function k(x,'y) is called a potential function if it has continuous second derivatives satisfying the relation d2k/dzdz=0. Such a function k(x, y) can be written in the form k(x, y) =/(z)+/*(z), where/(z),/*(z) are analytic in z; together with k also/ and/* belong to ft. Thus we get Theorem 2.5. The space ft®ft consists of the potential functions in Ä.
2.3. The subspace ®. We introduce the subspace ® of elements g in $ which are equivalent to functions g in $ which vanish identically in a boundary strip. We denote by ® the closure of ®. That is to say, ® consists of all functions g in $ for which there are functions g in ® such that (g-g\g -g) is arbitrarily small. J This definition contains the Theorem 2.6. The space ® is complete.
We establish the following basic identity :
. C C dk de r C dk dg (2.3) (*| g) = 29t I I--dxdy = 29? I I-dxdy
for all * in ¿?, g in ®.
[May To prove it let g be a function of ® which vanishes in a boundary strip 5. In D we take a subdomain D* with rectifiable boundary B* contained in S. If k is in $, there exists a function k*(x, y) which is defined in D*+B*, has continuous second derivatives, and approximates k in the sense that (k* -k\k* -k)D* is small. The equations dk* dg I I-dxdy -I -■ -dxdy
Since ® is dense in ® we conclude that (2.3) also holds. From this identity we immediately get Theorem 2.7. The space ® is orthogonal to 3 and to 3: ® J-3» ® -L 3-Further we prove the decisive Theorem 2.8. The spaces 3, 3, ® span the whole space ®: 3©3©® = €>-We construct! the following function g in ® :
Let \z -z0| ^R be a circle within D, z' a point within this circle and \z-z'\ ^ra circle in the interior of |z -z0| ÚR. Then we put
for z -z'\ S r.
R2-(z'-zo)(z-z0)
Let Hea function orthogonal to ®. Then from (ig\ k)=0 and (g\ k) =0 we f For the following reasoning cf. G. Fubini, loe. cit., p. 10, § §6, 7, and R. Courant, Über direkte Methoden, bei Variations-und Randwertproblemen, Jahresbericht der Deutschen mathematiker Vereinigung, vol. 34 (1925), pp. 107, 108. have ffo(dk/dz){dg/dz)dxdy = 0, according to (2.3). Hence we obtain by integration by parts
Consequently the mean value at the left-hand side is independent of r and is a potential function k(x', y') in x', y'. The function k*(x, y) -k(x, y) has the property that 1 r dz
and, consequently, (k* -k)dxdy = 0. ;/. I »-«'IS* Thereforef ffD\ k* -k\ 2dxdy = 0 and k is equivalent to the potential function k* (cf. Lemma 2.1). According-to Theorem 2.5 the element k belongs to ft®ft. Thus $ = i3©ïî©®aswe wished to prove. We denote by F, F, G the orthogonal projectors which belong to the closed subspaces ft, ft, ®; the projections of a function k of $ on these spaces are Fk, Fk, Gk respectively. Theorem 2.8 gives the relation F +F + G = 1. is valid.
From the identities (2.2) and (2.3), on writing h = Fh+Gh=f+g, we get in fact the relatioñ
h) S (h, h) + (h; h) = (h\ h).
From this inequality we deduce Lemma 3.2. A subspace of § is complete with respect to the metric (|) if and only if it is complete with respect to the metric (,).
Thus we obtain Theorem 3.2. The spaces 3 and ® are closed with respect to (,).
In the following part of §3 the terms "orthogonal" and "closed" refer to the metric (,) only. dk .
The projection of this function on the space §: p = k -Fk also has the property dp . . Hence we see that the theory of §1 is applicable. 3.3. The section spaces. Before going into detail we investigate the section spaces 933, Qg, 93®, O®.
We have 933= {*}, 03= {«}, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use for/ = z + const. and f = iz+const, are the only functions of ft for which df/dz is real and imaginary respectively. The spaces $® and O® consist of all functions of ty and Q, respectively, which are constant at the boundary in the approximate sense of the definition of ® (cf. §2). Let ft', ®', ty', O' be the subspaces of all functions in ft, ®, fy, G which are orthogonal to the section spaces; then we have £>' = g'ffi®' = $'©0'. We establish the following theorem, but we shall not make use of it.
Theorem 3.7. The elements h of §' are equivalent to functions of the form
where <pi(z), <p2(z), and <po(z) are analytic in z.
To prove this we take a circle | z -z01 = 2R in D ; we choose a real function tp(x, y) which is four times continuously differentiable and which is = 1 in |z-z0| =R, =0 in \z -Zo| ^2Z?. Then we choose a number r<R and a point z' of |z'-Zol <R-r and set The characteristic functions of FQF and M are the same/"(z) ;/_n(z) =ifn(z). fi(z) =az, f-i(z) =iaz; a = real constant. We now observe that the form E in § belongs to the operator aP+bG with respect to the unit-form (,). Therefore we can apply Theorem 1.3 of §1. We find that this operator has a pure point spectrum of values X"+, X,r, n = ± 1, ± 2, • • ■ , which are the solutions of the quadratic equation Their characteristic functions belong to the space §' and span it.
Application to the theory of the elastic plate
Finally we outline the application of the inequality of Theorem 4.2 to the theory of an elastic plate. Let us imagine an elastic plate spread out over the domain D. We assume that the boundary B of D consists of a finite number of curves with a continuous tangent except at a finite number of corners as in §4. Let k(x, y) be the displacement transforming every point z of D into the point z+k. Then the potential energy arising from this deformationf is f The theory of transversal displacements also depends on the form kEk provided that k is the gradient k = dj/dz of a real function j (x, y). The equilibrium problem has been treated several times with the help of variational methods. For the first time by G. Fubini, loc. cit., and by W. Ritz, Journal für die reine und angewandte Mathematik, vol. 135 (1909) . There are different cases according as the displacement k has to satisfy boundary conditions or not.
First we take the case (1) of no displacement at the boundary B. Then the displacement g belongs to the subspace ®.
The problem of equilibrium (1) is: to find a displacement g in ® such that 2g'Eg -g'm = 0 for all g' in ®.
The theory of vibrations (1) requires the simultaneous spectral resolution of the forms g Eg and gHg. Now, for g in ® we have the relation C C W t> gEg^b -dxdy =-(g\g).
J J D\ dz\ 2
Since the form H in ® is bounded and completely continuous with respect to ( | ), it has like properties with respect to E. Therefore no difficulty arises in solving the two problems.
In case (2) there is no boundary condition for the displacement (and no force working at the boundary). a(k -aiz\ k -atz) ^ (k -aiz)E(k -aiz).
But we have (k -aiz)E(k -aiz) = (kEk).
Thus Theorem 5.1 is proved.
In consequence of Theorem 5.1 we can take E as unit-form in the space $2, and we are sure that every subspace of $2 which is complete with respect to (| ) is complete with respect to E; especially $2 itself is closed as to (|); further that every form in $2 which is bounded or completely continuous with respect to ( | ) has a like property with respect to E. Now, since kH<b is a bounded linear form, it is a well known fact that there is a function k in $R2 such that 2k'Ek -k'H<t> = 0 for all k' in dt2; but since we have assumed (a+ib)H<t> = 0, izH<j> = 0, this relation holds for all k in 5R0. This function k is the solution of the equilibrium problem (2).
The form H is completely continuous with respect to E. From this we get the solution of the vibration problem (2) :
There is a sequence of values ?ji ^ ?72 ^ rj3 ^ ■ ■ ■ -»°° and of functions ki, k2, k3, ■ ■ ■ in 9î2 orthogonal with respect to H and E such that every function k in 9?2 can be developed into a series It is beyond our purpose to discuss the nature of the function k and of these characteristic functions in detail.
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